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I. INTRODL’0ION 
LET I$, denote the Stiefel manifold of orthogonal k-frames in R”. Assume k 2 2. Taking 
the last vector in each k-frame we get a fiber bundle I$_ ,, t_, + &, -+ S”- ‘. Adams’ 
solution to the vector fields problem [Z] is that this fibration admits a cross section if and 
only if m E O(mod 2”“‘) where a(k) is the number of integers s with 0 < s < k and s - 0, 1.2 
or 4 (mod 8). Whether this fibration is trivial in the sense of fiber homotopy type, in those 
casts where a cross section exists, is a central problem in the topology of Stiefcl manifolds. 
Schcercr has shown [6] that the solution to this problem is important for the homotopy 
classification of Hopf homogeneous spaces. 
According to Theorem 4.1 I of [4], the problem is cquivalcnt to: Whether the fibration 
V m.k +s ” - ’ is dccomposablc in the sense of James [4]. that is, whcthcr thcrc is a homotopy 
decomposition V,,, z J;_,.k_, x S”-‘. It is classical [SJ that for m = 2, 4 or 8 and 
2sksm thcfibcr bundle Vm_r.k_r+I/m,k+S m - ’ is trivial; so thcrc are homcomor- 
phisms V,., z I’,,_,.,_, x S”-’ in these casts. James shows in [4] that if tk., 1 C’,,,_ ,.k _ I 
x sm-I then m = 2’ for some r 2 a(k). and furthermore if k is cvcn then nt = 2, 4 or 8. 
P. Selick shows in [73 that V,, , does not admit a non-trivial decomposition up to 
homotopy. in particular, Vm., + V,_ ,. 2 x S”- ’ for m # 4. 8 or 16. 
In this paper we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose m = 2”‘. There does not exist u hontotopy drconlpo.sifioIl 
Vm,kz Vm_I,k_, xS”-‘jbranyk>3andrwirhr+ 1 >a(k)andr>4. 
This together with James’ result give an almost complete solution to the problem above. 
What remain unsettled are the cases Y,,. ,, J’,,. 5 and V,,, ,. 
A space W is said to be homotopically decomposable if there are spaces X, Y with 
X # +, Y + * such that W 2 X x Y. Homotopy decomposition at any prime p is similarly 
defined. 
COROLLARY 1.2. For m # 2,4.8 or 16, the StiefA muni/old Vmek jw k < m is homotopicul- 
ly indecomposahle at prime 2. 
Before deducing (I .2) we adopt some conventions. Throughout this paper all cohomo- 
logy groups of spaces or spectra have mod2 cocficients. For a CW-complex X. its 
suspension spectrum will also denoted by X. For a space map /:X 4 Y between CW- 
complexes, its suspension in the stable homotopy category is also denoted by the same 
_ 
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notation; we call the latter the stabilization of the former. Any map in the stable homotopy 
category will be called a stable map. 
To see (1.2) consider the stunted real projective space P,,,. L = Pm- l/ Pmmk- ‘. There is a 
standard space map P,. k L t’ m. k (which is an inclusion map) and a stable map I$. k L P,,,. k 
such that the composite P,. k 1, V,,. k L P,.k is the identity map (we stabilizej) [4]. [9]. Thus 
H*( P,, k). as a module over the mod2 Steenrod algebra A, is a direct summand of 
H*( V,. k). The cohomology algebra H*( rm,,) over A is isomorphic to the free unstable A- 
algebra generated by 8*( P,,,k) ([9], (4.6.2)). These facts will be recalled again in $5. If Vm.k 
has a non-trivial homotopy decomposition then A*( P,,,, ,) has a non-trivial decomposition 
A*( P,,,. k) z M@N as an A-module. From the Steenrod operations on A*( P,,,k) one easily 
sees that such an A-module decomposition is possible only when m = 2’ for some r 2 1 and 
that in these cases 8*(P,,,,) Z ~*(P,_,.,_,)~~*(S”-‘) is the only non-trivial decom- 
pOSitiOn (for k 2 2). It fdOWS that if &,k is homotopically decomposable then 
I’,. k z V, _ ,. k _ , x S”- ’ is the only possibility. The result in the corollary then follows 
from James’ result and the result (1.1). 
2. METIIOD OF TfIE PROOF 
The proof of Theorem I.1 is based upon Adams’ theory of secondary cohomology 
operations [!I, and also upon James’ construction of a stable retraction r: b’,, k --* I’,,,. k [4]. 
It is roughly dcscribcd as follows. 
Let II.E Ext:, *‘(Z2, Z,) be the class corresponding to the gcncrator S~*‘E A. Adams 
showsin~I]thath,h,#Oforli-j] # l,andthath,?It, #Oforir3andh:h, #Ofori24. 
Let Qi., bc the secondary cohomology operation corresponding to hi/t, # 0 as in [I]. 
Corresponding to hjh,. for i 2 3, is a linear combination of operations of the form 
Sy’O,,, + sy*‘u$o + * * * . 
Adams shows in [I] that in a suitable sense there is an equation 
Sy’u$* + sy*‘a+, + ‘. . = sy*“‘. (2.1) 
This equation can be applied to any cohomology class UE H*(X) of a space or a spectrum 
X on which the secondary operations on the left side of (2.1) arc delincd. 
Corresponding to hfh,, for i 2 4. is a linear combination of operations of the form 
Sq*@i,, + Sq*‘@i. 1 + ’ ’ ’ a 
It is proved in [S] that there is an equation 
sq+l$*, + sq*‘u+, , + * * * = sq2’ l ’ + ’ (2.2) 
in the same sense as (2.1). Again this equation can be applied to any cohomology class on 
which the secondary operations on the left side of (2.2) are defined. 
Weprove(l.l)bycontradiction.Suppose V,+k% V,_l,k_l x S”-‘whcrcm=2”‘.k 
areasin(1.1). Let P,_l.k_l + v,,,_l,k_l be the standard inclusion map. Thus we get a map 
Pm-I.k_, x S”_’ : Vmak. Let V,. k -5 CL,, be the map obtained by taking the last 3 vectors. 
Let %., L Pm., be some stable rcctraction. As a stable complex. Pm_ ,.k _ , x SW-’ z 
Pm_,*k_, v sm-’ v p-’ Pm_I,k_I. Westabilize&Composing~I~“-’ P,,,_l.lr_l with 
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rp we pet a stable map #l:~m-lP,,,-,.L_, + P,,,, ,. The crucial step in the contradiction 
proof is the following observation. 
With a suitable choice of T the secondary operation 
= iZ2 is non-zero. (2.3) 
In fact. the conclusion (2.3) holds for any choice of T. For our purpose, we shall prove 
(2.3) only for a specific stable retraction T. This stable retraction will be the one constructed 
by James in [4]. 
We then use (2.1) and (2.3) to deduce that Sy’“‘: H"-'(C,,) = Z, -+ Hz"-'(C,,) = h2 
is non-zero. From this we further deduce that Sy’“‘+‘: Hmw3(CS,) -. Hz"-'(C,,) = h, is 
non-zero. Let u be the generator of H"-' (C,, ) = Zz. All the @,. j in (2.2) in this case are 
defined on u. Since r 2 4 we can apply (2.2) to u to pet 
Sy’@,.,(u) + sq2ra+. ,(u) + . . . = sq’“‘+l(u) # 0. 
The classes Sq’O,. ,(u), Sy”m,. , (II). . . . , however, are zero by dimensional reasons and by 
the fact Sy’( HZm-* (C,,)) = 0. This contradiction proves (1.1). 
In $3 we give a precise description of (2. I) and (2.2). In $4 WC discuss the relationships 
between Sq” ’ ‘, mi, i and the Whitchcad product [I?, . , _ , , I?, . , _ , ] in a situation which will 
arise in the proof of(2.3). In $5 we recall some fundamental facts about the Sticfcl manifolds 
C,, , which wc need in the proof of (2.3). Of thcsc is James’ construction of a spccilic stable 
retraction T: C>. , + Pm., for each (n,l). WC also discuss a naturality property of thcsc stable 
retractions which will be important in the proof of (2.3). In $6 WC’ complctc the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
3. DIX-O~II’OSITION OF St/.“” ANI) Sq’” ” IN Tt:RSIS OE’ Sk:<‘ONI).\WY 0I'k:WATIOSS 
Corresponding to non-zero ~,/I,E tixt,, 2. 2’ + 2’(L2, I,) with j 5 i. i # j + I is an elcmcnt 
-- 
h,hj E To& + 2, (27,. Z,) which can be rcprcscnted in the bar construction #(A) by a cycle of 
the form 
cp,*, = [Sq2’ISq2’] + [scl”lsy”] + ,f-* [cr,I~,l (3.1) 
where for each I either U, or h, is dccomposahlc in /1. Let .Af and N bc the ,+t-modules dcfinrd 
by M = Z, @ CZ,. N = Z, @ c ’ h2 with non-zero Sy’: Xl,, = Z, -, $1, = xi?, and non- 
zero Sy’: N0 = Z, 4 N, = c ’ Z2. By Thcorcm 2.5. I and Thcorcm 2.62 of [ I]. for 0 c j I; i 
(resp. 0 5 j 5 i with j # I, i # I) the image of h,hj in Exti.*(M, 27,) (resp. Ext;.*(N, Z,)) 
under the induced homomorphism Ext;.*(M, = E,, Z2) -+ Exti, l (bf, Z,) (resp. Ext; + 
(N, = Hz, Z2) 3 Ext$ l (N, ZZ)) is non-zero. This implirs the following. 
For 0 c j < i (resp. 0 5 j s i with j # I. i # I) each h, in (3.1) can 
be chosen to have lb,) 2 2(rcsp. Ih,) 2 3 or h, = Sy’). (3.2) 
For each pair of integers (i. j) with 0 5 j 5 i. i # j + I WC fix a cycle ‘pi. j as in (3.1) having the 
property (3.1). 
Given ‘pi., as above. Let u E IP( X) bc a cohomology class in the mod 2 cohomology of a 
space or a spectrum X such that Q”(U) = 0, SqZ’(~t) = 0 and I+(U) = 0 for all 1. Then Adams 
has shown [I] that one can dcfinc an elcmcnt mi. j(u) E If4 + " + "- ' (S) which is determined 
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up to the indeterminancy Q(i, j. 4) c HQ+2’+2’-1(X) given by 
Q(i,j,q)=Sq2’HL’+q-1(X) + Sq2’H*‘+q-l(x) +_ ‘f ~,H~+~‘+~‘-I-I~~I(x). 
1=1 
The operation Oi, j is natural in the following sense. Given a map X 5 Y and a class 
CE Hq( Y). If @Jr) is defined then Qi, j(g*(u)) is also defined and 
g*(Oi.j(c)) = U$j(y*(~))~Hq+2’+2’-‘(X) 
(3.3) 
modulo the indeterminancy Q(i. j. 9). 
Adams also shows in [I] that !$!I,, # 0 in Ext:.2’*‘+1(Z2. Z,) for i 2 3 and h,?h, # 0 in 
Ext:2”‘+2 (h,, Hz) for i 2 4. Corresponding to these elements are elements hfh,,~Tor<. + 
?--- (Z2. Z!,) (I 2 3) and hi h, ETor$,* (Z,, Z,) (i 2 4) which can be represented in the bar 
construction &A) by cycles of the form 
Vi.i.0 = Cscl’.IcOi.il + ~Ccj.IIVj.Il (i 2 3) 
i. I 
and 
‘Pi. 1. I = ES421Vi,il + C Cdfi.vIV~.vI (i 2 4) 
L. v 
(3.5) 
where the summation in (3.4) (rcsp. (3.5)) is taken over some (j. I) (resp. (~1. v)) with I s j 5 
i-lorl<j= i(rcsp.v~~~i-lorv<~=i).Lethf=Z2$~Z2.N=P2@~2Z2 
be the A-mod&s as dcfincd above. Theorem 2.6.2 of [ I] also shows that the image of h:h,, 
for i 2 3, (resp. #I,,, for i 2 4) in Exti+(N, Z,) (rcsp. in Ext:.+(M. Z,)) is non-zero and 
that the image of h,,,h, (rcsp. II,,,/,,,) in Ext:* l (N, Z,) (rcsp. Ext; *(M, h2)) is zero for all m. 
This implies the following. 
(3.6) The summation in (3.4) (rcsp. (3.5)) can be taken over (j, I) (resp. (p. v)) with I # I 
(rcsp. v # 0) so that, by (3.2). the h, in (3.1) for each such q,.,(resp. cp,.,) have 
lb,1 r 3 or h, = Sy’ (resp. Ih,] 2 2). 
For the cycle cp,, ., o in (3.4) one may consider a corresponding linear combination of 
operations of the form 
sq’cDi.i +CCj,Ioj.I. j. I 
The main theorem of Adams [I J is that there is an equation 
sq’fDi,i + 1 C,,,Oj,, = sq2”’ 
j. k 
in the following sense. Let OIE Hq(X) be a non-zero class in the cohomology of a space or a 
spectrum X such that 0,. ,(a), aj. ,(z) are defined. Then 
Sq’U+Jz) + c c,yD,,,(z) z Sq”“(a)e Hqt2”‘(X) 
modulo the t:fal indeterminancy Sq’Q(i, i. q) + ,x, c,.,Q(J 1, q). 
(3.7) 
For the cycle ‘pi. ,, I in (3.5) one may also consider a corresponding linear combination of 
operations of the form 
Q2% i + c 4. vow. v- 
P. v 
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It is proved in (51 that there is an equation 
S4’~i.i + C d,.,~,.. = Sq““+’ 
)r. v 
in the same sense. That is. let /?E HP(X) be a cohomology class such that @,. i( /I), Or. ,( 8) are 
defined, then 
(3.8) Sq’@‘.i(8)+ C dp.~~p.~(~)~S~2’~‘+1(~)~H2’C’+~+1(X) 
modulo the t%i indeterminancy SqZQ(i, i, q) + C d,_ ” Q( p, Y. 4). 
Ir. v 
4. THE OPERATIONS Sq”“, 9,. , AND THE WHITEHEAD PRODUff [12,. , _ 1, /,G. t _ ,] 
In this section we discuss the relationships between the Steenrod operation Sy”*‘, the 
secondary operation U+. i and the Whitehead product [I*, . , _, , I~~., _ 1]. for i2 3. in the 
following situation which will arise in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Let m=2i+’ with i23. Let X be a CW-complex having the following properties. 
(i) X is (2” ’ + 2’+ 2’-* - 3)-connected. (4.1) 
(ii) X has a cell structure of the form 
X= X2m-4ye2m-3ye2m-2 with Xrm-4 
the (2m -4tskelcton of X. 
(iii) 112m-J(X)=Z2, tf2m-2(X)=E2 and 
Sq’:ff2m-‘(X)-rff2m-2(X) is non-zero. 
Let/: S 2m-J,sm- I be a map representing (r,_r, I,_, ]~rt,,_,(S”-‘) and let rl:S”+S”-’ 
be a map representing the generator of rr,(S” - ’ ) = Z,. Let C(q,/) dcnotc the mapping cone 
of SKI V s2m - 3 “* ” -S”-‘. It is clear that Sm-‘u,em+’ is a subcomplex of C(q,J). Suppose 
given a map #:X-rC(q,f) such that 
~*#o:ff2”-2(c(~,/))=z2~ff2”-2(x)=z2. (4.2) 
The suspension 1 C(q,/) has the homotopy type of (Smu,,emc2) V S2”- ‘. Fix any homo- 
topy equivalence ~C(~,f)&(Smu,,em+2) V S2m-’ and let ~:~C(~,/)--rS~u,,e~+~ be the 
projection to the first wedge summand. We may choose h so that the composite 
Smu,em+’ 4 ~C()I,&S”u*P+2 is homotopic to the identity map. Consider the 
composite 
$:I x=x C(r&S”u,r”‘2. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Under the ussumptions above, the Steenrod operation 
S4 2’*‘=Sqm:Hm(C~=(Smuqem+Z)u,C~X)=Z2~H2m(C,)=h2 
is non-zero and the secondary operation 
is non-zero with zero indeterminancy. 
ProoJ Let g:S2m-3+X2m-3 be th e attaching map for the top ccl1 e2m-2 of X and let 
f$=#IX2m-3. We may assume ~:X2m-3+C(~,f)2m-3=C(~,f)m+1=Sm~’uyllem+’. Let 
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j:S m-’ u,cmA1 +C(q.f) be the inclusion map and let F be the theoretical homotopy fiber of 
j so that there is a fibration 
A-‘u,f?‘&(f/,f). 
It is easy to see that FzS’“-‘uu’“-‘u. . . and thatfIS’“-‘: SZm-3+~m-1y,pm+L is 
homotopic to the composite 
I 
SZm-3 -,y-’ 4 Sm-‘“&“+‘, 
Since j&20, $5~ can be lifted to a map ~:SZm~3~~~S2m~3u~3m~5u~ .. . Since 
?[I, _, . I, _, ] = 0. by (4.2). we may assume 4 is the inclusion map S’“- 3 G F. We conclude 
that there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
s2m-3 !I ,yy?m-3 
*x 
/I 
(1) 1 
6 
I 
rp 
5 
-Im-3 / - sm - ‘- sm-1 uqc,m+l ’ - WLf). 
Since c[-O, (~$)()cC<\)=~(&)=O. It is a standard fact that the homotopy commutative 
square (I 1 implies that any extension Q to CS of Iti; has the property that in the mapping 
cone C, the Stccnrod operation SC/” = Sq? ’ ’ for i 2 3 is non-zero on Sm. A proof of this can 
bc found in [3] or $20 of [4]. Since the map 3/ in (4.3) is such an extension, the first 
conclusion of the proposition follows. 
The second conclusion is obtained by applying (3.7) to the non-zero class 
uEl/“(C,)=12. Ry (4.1) (i) and (3.6). the classes (D,.,,(U). (P,.,(u) are dcfincd with zero 
indeterminancy. Furthermorr. . (ljj &II) =O for all (j, I) in the summation of (3.7) since 
I(Dj, ,I = 2’ + 2’ - I L; ” + 2’ ” 2 - 1. Also. by (4.1) (i). the total indctcrminancy of (3.7) in this 
case is zero. Thus Sq’ (I),. ,(u) = Sq? ’ ’ (‘I) #O which implies (l)i,i(~)#O. QED. 
5. SOSlE )‘UNI)AXIENTAI. FAt”I‘S ABOlT ‘I’IIIC S’TI):FEI. MANIEULDS V,, , 
For each pair of positive integers (11. k) with k 5 n, there is a standard inclusion map 
p..A “, Ir from the stunted real projective space I’,. Ir = P” _ ‘/P”-‘- ’ to I”,,. k [4], [9]. These 
maps are compatible with rcspcct to k, that is, for k’<k there is a commutative diagram 
i 
n. k - v.. k 
si I 
;’ I’ 
I’ 
P, k’ - 1, k’ 
(5.1) 
where 7 is the collapsing map and I) is the map obtained by taking the last k’ vectors in each 
k-frame ‘6 r;. k. 
The inclusion maps P,. ,L Vm. k also satisfy the following naturality property. For 
any integer 120. the decomposition ‘R”” = Rr@R”=R’@R”-k@Dk defines a map 
c,. k’ c:+,., and a map Pm.,‘PP.+‘,k. The map q is the inclusion Pn,k= P”-‘/ 
pm-k- 1 4 pn+l- 1 /Pnekel (induced by R”-+O@ R” 4 R’@ [W”=R”+‘) followed by the col- 
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lapsing map pnLf-r; ~-r-l~~+r-*,i~cr-k-l=P~+,,t. Then the diagram 
P. 
i 
nk - L,, 
I I. rl I P i pn+,.r- 1kCl.k 
(5.2) 
is commutative. 
Stabilize P,,,i 1,. k. For each (n,k) there is a stable map C,. ,LPn,k such that the 
composite Pn. ,i I’ ..,LP.., is homotopic to the identity map [4]. Any such T is called a 
stable retraction. We will show later in this section that the stable retractions constructed by 
James in [4] also satisfy the following naturality property: 
(5.3) 
It follows that the mod 2 cohomology I!*( Pn.r). as a module over the mod 2 Steenrod 
algebra A. is a direct summand of tl*( b,. k). The cohomology algebra tt*( I’..,) is iso- 
morphic to the free unstable A-algebra guncrated by ti*( t’n.t) (191. (4.62)). For 
n-k<j~,n-I Ict xj bc the non-zero class of tfi(P,.k)=i”2; so (x,_~. *.., x,_,J is a 
Z2-base for ti*( t’,,k). Then we have the following. 
(5.4) For k’< k. the induced homomorphism II+: tf l ( V,, k.)-+ 
If *( b’..k) is determined by y+: If l (t’,.,.)-+tf ‘(P., k) which 
maps x, to x, for n - k’ 5 j 1; n - 1 . 
(5.5) For 120, the induced homomorphism p*:H+( V,+,e,)-+H*( I’,,.,) 
is determined by y*:II*( tan +,.p)-+tt*( Pn.t) which maps xi to 
xjforn+/-ksjsn-I and tozeroforj>n-I. 
We note the following fact for which we refer to $22 of [4]. For 2 = 1 <n = even, 1,. I has 
a cell structure of the form 
The suspension c L’“. 2 has the homotopy type of 
(S”-‘u/f?2) v s 
where [j‘] = [I. _ , , I, _ , ]aZn _ ,(S” - ’ ). We also note the following fact for which we refer to 
[4]. [U]. Assume n = 2’ ’ ’ L= 4. Induced by W” 4 Iw” ” is an inclusion map V. 2 -+ V. + ,. ,. 
t’.+,., has a ccl1 structure of the form 
9-2 v ~-Iu,q,,,Cnu~2n-Jue2n-2u~2n-lu~3n-~ 
.- 
where q represents the generator of K,_ ,(Snm2)=Z2. Regard V,,. 2 as a subspace of V.+ ,,,. 
Then 1,. 2 is the subcomplex 
sn-2 v y- Iuc,2n-3. 
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Thus we have the following. 
(5.6) The suspension x 1::;:: has the homotopy type of 
S”-’ V Snu,,, .,,t?+1u,e2a-2 where n=2’+‘>4. - .- 
The remainder of this section is devoted to discussing the naturality property (5.3) of the 
stable retractions L’ ,,,LPm.k constructed by James in [4]. This will be important in the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. 
To begin, we first recall the identification of the Thorn complex (P’-‘)‘; with the stunted 
real projective space P, +k. k by M. Atiyah (see $5 of [4]). Here 5 is the cannonical ine bundle 
over the real projective space p-’ and 2.5 is the Whitney sum < $ . . * @ 5. 
-A- 
The total space E(i.<)can be taken to be R” x z,Sk-l where E, acts on both Iw” and Sk-’ 
via the antipodal map x 4 -x. Let B” be the unit ball in R”. The total space B(15) (resp. 
S( j.0) of the corresponding disk-bundle (resp. sphere-bundle) is B( A<) = B” x z,Sk- ’ (resp. 
S(i.<)=S”-’ x r,SI’ - ‘). Then, by definition, 
( Pk-‘)~;=B(i.i)/s(~i)=B~xI1sk-‘/s~-’ xz,Sk-‘. 
~~~ ~Ax~k-l~,SA+k-l be the map dctined by h (u. u)=(u, -0) where I=[u~. Then 
(BAx~k-l,~A-lX~k-l)~(~d+k-l, S”- ‘) is a relative homeomorphism. h commutes with 
the actions of Z, (h, also acts on SAek-’ via I--, -x). Factoring out this action we get a 
homcomorphism 
(5.7) 
Thcsc homcomorphisms atisfy the following naturality property. For L’<I consider any 
orthogonal embedding 172”’ c;‘+R* i.e., a linear monomorphism from R” into R’ preserving 
the usual Euclidean normsi induces a map y’: (Pk-l)A’~~(Pk-‘)Ac. Let 4: PAe+kek+PA+k,k 
be the map defined to be the inclusion PA,+kek= PA’+k-l/PA’-l 4 PAtk-‘/PA’-’ (induced 
by [WA’@ Rk I’@’ +R’@ Rk) followed by the collapsing map PAck-‘/P”-‘~PAtk-‘/P’-’ 
= PA + k, k. Then the diagram 
( Pk - l )A’< I; P,. +k, k 
I 
2 
Q’ 
1 
4 
(pk-l)“e + pA+k,k 
(5.8) 
commutes. This is clear. 
We proceed to recall James’ construction of a stable retraction V., ,:P_ k for each (n, k). 
Let CV,, k be the cone on I’., k defined by CV,,, k = [0, I] x V., ,/O x I’_ k. Points of CV,. k are 
written in the form fu where r~[0, I] and UE k’.. k. We may view V,,, as the space 
O(n)/O(n-k) consisting of ail the left cosets xO(n -k) in O(n) where O(j) is the orthogonal 
group on (WI and W”-’ is identified with the Euclidcan subspace !Rnek @I 0 of Iwnek @ Rk = R”. 
For any integer m>k consider the map 
0.c~ X~m-kX~k-*,~m-kXggnx~k-* 
. n.k 
defined by 
wtu. y, z)=( Jl --12 y, tx(c), c) (5.9) 
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where I4 = .rO(n - k). 
It is clear that 0 is well defined. It is also easy to see that 0 induces a map 
(cc;., xB((m-k)~).CC’,~,xS((m-k)~)u~,~tXB((m-k)~)) 
-(B((n+m-A)<). S(n+m--k)f)) 
and hence a map 
(cI;.,/I,., ) A (B((m-k)S)/S((m-k)r))~B((n+m-k)5),’S((n+m-k)r) 
where I;,, is viewed as a subspace of C 1,. t via the identification II+ I. u). In other words. 0 
determines a map 
0:X F”.k A Pm.k+P,+..k (5.10) 
where ( Pk-l)cm-k’z(resp. (Pk-l)‘mcn-kr~) is identified with P,,,k (resp. P,,,+n.k) by (5.7). 
Now assume m =2’ with r>o(k). Then P,,,. k= Pm_,,k_, v sm-’ (see $1 of [4]). Let 
S”-‘fPm.k2Pm_,,k_I V S”-’ be the inclusion map (*, ls..-,). James proves in [4] the 
following. 
{/ : 2 m 1’” k = c f’” k A s--c V”., A Pm.k~f:,,“,k 
For ILO the decomposition W*‘= R’ @ R” = R’ @ R” -‘@[IB” defines a map 
I:. k = O(n)/O(n -$ v n+,.k=O(t~+I)/O(n+I-k) and a map P,,,1:f:,,,., as in (5.2). 
Induced by R”-‘x R”x [Wk~!J$m-k x [W”‘(x [Wk(it:[Wn+[Wn*’ is the cmbcdding 
R”+O@D” GW’@D”=R”~‘) is a map Pm+n,k+Pm+++,,k which is precisely the map 4 in 
(5.8) with i.‘=m+n--k and i.=m+n+I-k. Fix any m=2’ with rza(k). Let 
r:C” C:.k-+Cm ))n.k and r’:xm “n+l.k+~mPn+~.k be the retractions dclined in (5.1 I). 
PROPOSITION 5.12. The diayrum 
c m v,.k Lcm pn.k 
Z-P I r-4 
c m K+I,k- *’ ~mPn.J.k 
ProoJ: It is easy to set from construction (5.9) that the diagram 
C1,.kXR”-‘xSk-’ o-[Wm- k x R” x Sk - I 
I 
Cprlxl 
I 
I x1.x I 
c~,+,~kxw”-kxsk-‘- w aBm-kX((WIOWn=~n+I)XSk-I 
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commutes. So the diagram 
Wcn-Hsiung Lin 
commutes by (5.8) where 0 and 8’ are the maps induced by 0 and 0’ respectively as in 
(5. IO). The conclusion of the proposition then follows from the result (5. I I ), the definition of 
r and r’ in (5.11) and the commutative diagram (5.2). Q.E.D. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
h 
Suppose I’,,, c V,,,_, k-, x S”-‘wherem = Zr+, , k are as in (I. I). We show this would 
lead to a contradiction. 
Consider the composite Pm-,.k_, x Sm-,z v,-,.k_, x sm-,hG,.,. WC have 
E(“-,+, 
x Sm-‘)cCPm_,.k_, v S” v CmPm_,.k_,. 
I’,,,, be the restriction to 1” Pm- 
Let c$‘:C~P~_,.~_, -+ 
,. k _ , of the suspension of the composite above. It is 
clear that 
(9’)’ CX,..~X~_, 
> 
#O in f1*“-* (6.1) 
whcrc ~x,,,_~.~~_, is the image of ~,,,_~.q,,_,~ff~~-~( V m.t) under the suspension iso- 
morphism ff’“-‘( I’,.,) 1 ffzmn*(( Vm,r). 
By assumption, k 2 3. Consider the composite 
where p and p are as in (5. I) and (5.2). Since the top cell of cm P,,, _ ,, k _ , is in dimension 
2m - 2 WC may assume 
4”:~mpm-*,k-,-(y Kim+;.‘3 
By (5.6). c VAY;T3 2 S”-’ v Smu,,,2,jem+1 u,ezm-’ where [/I = [I,_,, I,,,_,]E~~,,,._~ 
(Sm-‘). Let x:x k’i?;,‘, -. C(q.j) = S”-’ u,,em’, ulezm-’ be the pinch map,and let 4 be 
the composite 
From (6.1). (5.4) and (5.5) we see 
~‘#O:HZ”-*(C(rl,f))=82~HZm-* (C”k-,A- ,)=G. (6.2) 
By assumption, m = 2’+ ’ with r + 1 2 a(k), r 2 4. It is not difftcult to see then that 
CmP,,,-l.k-, is(2”‘+2’+2’-*-3)-connected. (6.3) 
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Since Sq':H'"-' (~mPn_l,r_,) = Z2-* H2m-2(~mPm_,~k_l) = Z, is non-zero, 
1 m P,,, _ 1. k _ , satisfies the conditions in (4.1). Let 4 be the composite 
u ~m+lfL*,k-l- ~C(~*j)Z(S”U,e-+*) v S*m-cSm”qem+* 
as in (4.3) with CX = Cm+’ P,,,_ 1. t _, where Q is the projection to the first wedge summand. 
From (6.1) and (4.3) we conclude the following. 
(6.4) The secondary operation 
U$r:H”(C, = (Smu,lem+2)u~C~m+1P,_,~r,_,)=j2~ 
+ Hz”-‘(C,) = Z, 
is non-zero with zero indeterminancy. 
Let G= $ICm+’ P,,,_ 2. k _ 2. Then (6.4) is equivalent o: 
(6.4) The secondary operation 
U+,:Hm Cs = (Smu,em+2)u&‘~m+’ P__2.k_2 
> 
=Z, 
4 H*“-‘(CQ) = Z, 
is non-zero with zero indeterminancy. 
We stabilize x4’ and consider the composite $r of stable maps 
@I 
z (P-1 u&em) v sm+l - Sm-' u 2,em 
where r is James’ stable retraction and o, is the projection to the first wedge summand. Let 
6, = ~,I~m+'Pm_2,k_2. We claim: 
(6.5) The secondary operation 
is non-zero with zero indeterminancy. 
This is equivalent o: 
(6.5)’ The secondary operation 
is non-zero with zero indeterminancy. 
31: Wen-Hsiung Lin 
To show (6.5)’ consider the following diagram 
Cm+lPm_l,k_I 2 x2 C’i;;:j~(Sm v Sm+‘u,II,Zl,em+2) v S2m-1 
f’ (3) 
C’ pm.3 =I4 *C’ pm+ 1.3 
Here T and T’ arc James’ stable retractions. All other maps are stabilized. i is the inclusion 
map, a2 is the pinch map and a, is the projection. y, is defined by 1 2 y; it is the collapsing 
map S”-’ u2,em 4 S" followed by the inclusion map S” cz S” u Ilem+2. Square (I) is 
commutative by the definition of 4”. That square (4) commutes is obvious. Square (2) is 
homotopy commutative by Proposition 5.12. Square (3), however, may not be homotopy 
commutative as aZr’lS2”-’ may not be zero. But the restrictions to S” v Sm+’ ~(,,~,)e’“+~ 
of a(cn) and a,r’i are homotopic since T ’ is a stable retraction. The restrictions to 
c m+’ Pm-2.k-2 ofa2(C2q) r(C 2~)(C@) = qra, 7(C2~)(C4’)and a(C4(~4”) are there- 
fore homotopic because the top cell of c m’ ’ P,,,_ 2. k _ 2 is e2m-2. The second restriction is 6 
and the restriction to C m+’ P,,,_2,k_2 ofa,r(x 2p)(c#) is 6,. The result (6.5)’ then follows 
from (6.4)’ and the naturality (3.3) of the secondary operation 0,. , with respect o ql. This 
proves the claim (6.5). 
We will now show that (6.5) is inconsistent with (3.7) and (3.8) together. Let a. /I denote 
respectively the non-zero classes in H”(C,,) = Z, and Urn-‘(CO,) = Z, where C,, is as in 
(6.5); so Sq’ /I = z. By (6.3), a,, ,(a) are defined and are zero modulo zero indeterminancy 
where @,, , are as in the summation in (3.7). Also, by (6.3). the total indeterminancy in (3.7), 
when applied to z, is zero. Thus by (6.5) and (3.7) 
Sq2”‘(a) = Sq”(a) = Sq’@,.,(a) # 0 
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since Sq’:H”“-‘(C,,) = E2 + H ‘“‘(C+,) = L, is non-zero. This implies 
Sq 2”“‘(B) = Sq2”‘Sq’(/j) + sqqq2--‘-‘(/?) 
= Q2”’ 
(3) + sq2sq2’-1 Sq”( /3, 
= sq2-*‘(r) + 0 
= sq2.* ‘(2) # 0. 
Since r 2 4 we can apply (3.8) to /?. By (6.3) and by (3.6) we see Oiei( 8) = @,_,( fl) and 
(Dr. ,( B) are defined. Furthermore, 0,. .( fi) are zero modulo zero indeterminancy. Also, the 
indeterminancy for U’,.,(B) and the total indeterminancy in (3.8). when applied /?? are all 
zero. Thus 
Sq2(Dr*,(j?) = sq2”‘+’ (/3) # 0 in HzF”(C,,) = H’“(C,,) = Z,. 
But Sq2 : H 2m-2(C&,) = H2m-2(C-+2f’m_, t_l) = Z, - Hz”(C,,) = H2m(zm+2 
pm-Lk-1) = Z, is zero since m = 2’+ I. This contradiction proves Theorem 1.1. 
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